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Abstract: Pump-controlled hydraulic cylinder drives may offer improved energy efficiency,
compactness, and plug-and-play installation compared to conventional valve-controlled hydraulic
systems and thus have the potential of replacing conventional hydraulic systems as well as
electro-mechanical alternatives. Since the late 1980s, research into how to configure the hydraulic
circuit of pump-controlled cylinder drives has been ongoing, especially in terms of compensating
the uneven flow requirements required by a differential cylinder. Recently, research has also focused
on other aspects such as replacing a vented oil tank with a small-volume pressurized accumulator
including the consequences of this in terms of thermal behavior. Numerous references describe
the advantages and shortcomings of pump-controlled cylinder drives compared to conventional
hydraulic systems or electro-mechanical drives. This paper presents a throughout literature
review starting from the earliest concepts based on variable-displacement hydraulic pumps and
vented reservoirs to newer concepts based on variable-speed electric drives and sealed reservoirs.
By classifying these drives into several proposed classes it is found that the architectures considered
in the literature reduce to a few basic layouts. Finally, the paper compares the advantages and
shortcomings of each drive class and seek to predict future research tasks related to pump-controlled
cylinder drives.
Keywords: pump-controlled cylinder drives; direct-driven hydraulics; throttleless hydraulics;
valveless hydraulic drive; linear hydraulic actuation
1. Introduction
With an increased industrial focus on energy efficiency, plug-and-play installation, and
compactness, conventional valve-controlled hydraulic cylinder drives are increasingly being replaced
by electro-mechanical alternatives, such as roller or ball screws [1], especially for small power
classes. This happens despite the well-known advantages of hydraulic linear actuation such as large
force/power densities, reliability, and robustness. Hydraulic actuation is, however, still the preferred
solution for many applications such as industrial presses, large mobile machinery, crane manipulators,
primary aircraft control etc. [2–4]. Among other reasons this is due to certain limitations for the
electro-mechanical alternatives, such as limited reliability (e.g., shock loads damage), the difficulties
of implementing overload/failure protection and/or limited force capabilities [5–7]. To strengthen
the position regarding these applications and to make hydraulic cylinder drives competitive with
electro-mechanical drives for low power applications, there is a need to enhance both the energy
efficiency and the overall flexibility of hydraulic cylinder drives.
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The flexibility of a hydraulic system may be related to how power is being distributed between the
prime mover and the actuator(s). As illustrated in Figure 1, at least three different power distribution
topologies exist: hydraulic, mechanical, and electrical distribution.
Figure 1. Three different power distribution topologies. In (a) power is distributed hydraulically by
common pressure rails (CPR) to a control element controlling each actuator. In (b) power is distributed
mechanically by a rotating shaft to multiple rotating hydraulic pumps, each controlling the motion of a
cylinder. The shaft may be driven by an internal combustion engine (ICE). In (c) power is electrically
distributed, requiring both an electric machine and a hydraulic pump for controlling each cylinder.
In conventional hydraulic systems a centralized hydraulic power unit (HPU) delivers power to
all actuators through a common pressure rail (CPR). Each actuator is controlled by a throttling valve,
leading to significant losses. To enhance the energy efficiency, the resistive losses associated with
throttling must be reduced. A main challenge is to achieve this with preserved controllability at a
justifiable cost level. Examples of improving the energy efficiency and maintaining the CPR counts the
so-called digital hydraulics where the proportional valve is replaced by multiple on/off valves [8–12]
and hydraulic transformers, namely throttleless control devices that replace control valves. The latter
is investigated in [13–15], where the variable INNAS floating cup transformer is considered, see
Figure 1a. Conversely, for a conventional constant hydraulic transformer unit this is investigated
in [16]. Hydraulic transformers can be considered as a retrofit solution to conventional systems, as only
the control element is replaced while the hydraulic power supply, the common pressure rail and
the cylinder remain unchanged. Because the piping is preserved, the flexibility of the system is not
significantly improved and so these systems cannot be considered an alternative to electro-mechanical
cylinder drives.
Another approach for reducing throttle related losses is represented by pump-controlled cylinder
drives. Here the motion of the cylinder is controlled by varying the flow delivered by the pump.
Since the pump is used as the control element, a pump is needed for each actuator, which necessitates
a complete redesign of the system architecture but also enables the avoidance of the common pressure
rail. If a single prime mover is used to drive multiple variable-displacement pumps each controlling a
single actuator, the power distribution may be considered mechanical, see Figure 1b. This approach
has been of particular interest in mobile machinery, where the internal combustion engine (ICE) acts
as the only prime mover. Because the hydraulic pumps are mounted on the same shaft, substantial
piping may still be required to each cylinder.
The highest level of flexibility and compactness is achieved if power is distributed electrically
and each cylinder is equipped with an individual pump and electric motor. This is especially the
case if the conventional vented oil tank is replaced by a sealed accumulator, meaning that only an
electrical and mechanical machine interface is present. This aids to the flexibility and compactness of
the solution because hoses and pipes related to having a centralized HPU are avoided. For this reason,
some researchers also use the term decentralized or zonal hydraulics. These self-contained or compact
electro-hydraulic drives are aiming at combining the energy efficiency and flexibility of electric drives
while retaining the reliability and force capabilities of hydraulic drives. Even for applications with
no electric grid connection readily available, such as mobile machinery, it may be profitable to either
replace the ICE with an electric machine and batteries (full electrification) [17] or even to generate
a local electric grid by connecting an electric generator to the ICE [18]. Generally, pump-controlled
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systems can recover kinetic or potential energy (e.g., during load lowering). This is a significant
difference compared to conventional valve-controlled systems, where energy recovery is generally not
possible, due to throttling across the control valve. If a system contains multiple actuators with the
ability to share power (e.g., through a common DC-bus), pump-controlled systems may offer increased
energy efficiency, not only on an actuator level but also on a system level. The opportunity of sharing
power and recovering kinetic and potential energy opens new possibilities for designing "intelligent
energy-optimized systems" [19]. This may especially be the case if including energy storage technologies
such as batteries, super-capacitors, or fly-wheels. By proper energy management this may be used to
minimize the power peaks requiring by the DC-supply [19], or to optimize loading of the ICE enabling
reduced fuel consumption and/or downsizing of the prime mover’s rated power.
Compact pump-controlled cylinder drives match the ongoing industrial trend of electrification
and countless applications would benefit from a decentralized, energy efficient, compact, and flexible
hydraulic drive. Numerous references (e.g., [20,21]) focus on which advantages and disadvantages
pump-controlled cylinder drives possess compared to conventional valve-controlled hydraulics or
electro-mechanical drives. As will be evident, pump-controlled cylinder drives may be configured
in different ways but, so far, no references compare these approaches thoroughly. This paper is
creating an overview of system architectures for pump-controlled hydraulic differential cylinder drives
found in literature and industry and classifies these into several proposed classes. This is done to
compare general advantages and shortcomings between the drive classes instead of each individual
system architecture.
The paper is organized in the following way: In section 3 the classes used to classify the drive
architectures are presented, while Section 4 presents the literature review. Section 5 identifies which
research areas are currently in focus. Also, future research topics in order for pump-controlled
differential cylinder drives to be valid alternatives to electro-mechanical drives and a valid successor
for conventional valve-controlled cylinder drives are proposed. In Section 6 the advantages and
shortcomings of the presented classes are summarized and compared. A general introduction to the
technology is given in the next section.
2. Overview of Pump-Controlled Differential Cylinder Drives
According to the definition made in this paper, a pump-controlled differential cylinder drive
consists of a differential cylinder, a hydraulic supply, an oil reservoir, and auxiliary components
which may include valves for safety functions, load-holding, and flow-balancing components. This
is illustrated in Figure 2. In the literature these drives are also denoted as self-contained or compact
electro-hydraulic/hydrostatic actuators, direct-driven hydraulics, valveless/throttleless actuators etc.
Figure 2. Conceptional illustration showing the subsystems constituting a pump-controlled differential
cylinder drive as defined in this text.
For pump-controlled differential cylinder drives to be valid alternatives to both electro-mechanical
drives and conventional valve cylinder drives for general applications, capability of four-quadrant
operation is required. Figure 3 exemplifies how a compact pump-controlled differential cylinder drive
capable of four-quadrant operation may be designed [2,22]. The hydraulic supply consists of a single
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fixed-displacement pump connected to a variable-speed electric machine. The reservoir is sealed,
and the so-called inverse shuttle valve needed for uneven flow compensation may be regarded as an
auxiliary component.
In quadrant Q1, the fluid is pumped into the piston side chamber. Due to the asymmetry of
the cylinder, a larger flow is required by the piston chamber than the flow leaving the rod side
chamber. This differential flow (or rod volume flow) is supplied from a sealed accumulator, through
the inverse shuttle valve, which is passively actuated to connect the low-pressure chamber of the
cylinder with the accumulator. The accumulator is usually pressurized to a couple of bars (1–3 bar),
as a low-pressure leakage line is required for common pump types such as commercially available
internal gear pumps [23], external gear pumps [24–26] and axial piston pumps [27,28].
In quadrant Q3 the piston is retracting under a resistive load, causing the rod side chamber to
be at a higher pressure than the piston side chamber. This causes the inverse shuttle valve to change
position compared to Q1 and connects the piston chamber with the accumulator. The additional flow
leaving the piston side chamber is thus guided to the accumulator. In Q1 and Q3 the load is resistive, so
power is being supplied to the drive, while in Q2 and Q4 the load is aiding the piston motion. In these
quadrants the hydraulic pump works in motoring mode, and a potential of recovering some of the
energy supplied by the external load is present.
Figure 3. Four-quadrant operation of a pump-controlled differential cylinder drive. This particular
architecture consists of a variable-speed electric motor connected to a fixed-displacement pump.
The uneven cylinder chamber flow is compensated by a so-called inverse shuttle valve [2,22].
The research emphasis was initially on symmetric actuators controlled by variable-displacement
pumps. This concept was already examined by [29] in 1967. The PhD dissertation from [30] from the
late 1970s is one of the first references dealing thoroughly with pump-controlled double rod cylinder
drives. Initial effort was placed on characterizing the dynamical behavior of variable-displacement
pumps, to assess their applicability as primary control elements [31–33]. In [34] these are found to
be well suited for primary control tasks, while in [35,36] it was pointed out that the dynamics of
variable-displacement pumps is generally inferior compared to a conventional control valve. Later [37]
found that pump control bandwidths above 45 Hz are achievable and [38] experimentally found closed
loop pump control bandwidths of 80 Hz. These results are confirmed in [39], who also concludes that
the "commonly found prejudice that pump-controlled systems suffer from slow dynamics of the servo pump
used as a final control element are not justified." As pointed out in [40] such dynamic behavior is generally
reserved for custom-built pumps e.g., used for research purposes or special applications. Commonly
used pumps exhibit much slower control dynamics. Displacement-controlled actuators have been
investigated intensively in relation to mobile machinery. For example, in [41] it was found that for
controlling the working hydraulics in a 5 ton excavator, a pump bandwidth of 15–20 Hz at ±10%
displacement is required. This result is generalized to other larger displacement-controlled mobile
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applications and it is concluded that a pump bandwidth of 15–20 Hz satisfies even the most strenuous
frequency requirements.
The advances within power electronics and electric servo drives enabled using variable-speed
electric drives in combination with fixed-displacement pumps for primary control of hydraulic double
rod cylinders, which facilitated electrical power distribution instead of hydraulic distribution [42].
Based on thermal considerations, the improved energy efficiency compared to valve-controlled systems,
further enhanced the possibility of reducing the oil volume compared to conventional valve cylinder
drives. This led to the development of the electro-hydraulic actuator (EHA), characterized by having a
pressurized sealed oil reservoir (accumulator) instead of a vented tank. During the 1990s the EHA
emerged in the aircraft industry, and are now used for primary flight control in e.g., the Airbus A340
and A380, [2,42].
Due to increased cost and size, the use of double rod cylinders is limited in other industries,
where the preferred linear actuator is the differential cylinder [2,43]. Using a single rod cylinder
leads to unequal flow rates required by the cylinder chambers. The main focus has therefore been
on developing and investigating system architectures capable of compensating this flow difference.
A variety of different methods has been proposed. Roughly speaking, the focus on differential cylinders
in combination with variable-displacement pumps started in the late 1980s, while the combination
of differential cylinders and variable-speed drives can be traced back to the mid-1990s. Compact or
self-contained (i.e., using a sealed accumulator) differential cylinder drives emerged around 2010.
Pump-controlled differential cylinder drives have primarily been of interest in the academic
community, but recently commercial products have entered the market, e.g., by Parker Hannifin [44],
Bosch Rexroth AG [45] and Servi Group [46]. The real industrial breakthrough is however yet to come.
3. Classification of Pump-Controlled Differential Cylinder Drives
As mentioned previously pump-controlled cylinder drives may be able to recover energy, and
thus offers new opportunities in terms of designing energy-optimized systems, by incorporating
power-sharing and energy storage. It is generally important to recognize that the hydraulic drive
is part of a bigger system, meaning that to optimize energy consumption of the system, it may not
be sufficient to optimize energy consumption on an individual drive level. It is, therefore, always
necessary to take into account in which system the drive is included to select and design the actuator
best suited for the task. This paper, however, focuses on classifying and reviewing pump-controlled
systems on a drive level, e.g., not considering in which context the cylinder drive or actuator is
used. This is done even though the authors recognize that it may not be fair to directly compare
pump-controlled hydraulic drives optimized for different applications. On a general level, it is however
assessed that main advantages and drawbacks for different circuit architectures is identifiable.
A drive classification may generally be performed on different detail levels. To focus on main
functionality and to keep the number of classes reasonable, a high level classification is proposed.
As an example a drive may be classified based on whether the used hydraulic pump is a fixed or
variable-displacement type (higher level), or more specific which machine topology is used, e.g.,
axial/radial piston, internal/external gear etc. (lower level). Similarly, a drive may be classified based
on whether a constant-speed or variable-speed prime mover is used (higher level), or specifically
whether e.g., an asynchronous induction, a switched reluctance or a permanent magnet synchronous
machine is used (lower level).
The lower level classification is relevant during the design phase for a specific application,
but counterproductive when obtaining an overview concerned with the main functionality. A system
classification based on main hardware components and their configuration is therefore proposed.
As such, only a classification of the basic system architectures is within the scope of the paper. Such
classifications have previously been presented in various publications. In [47] the authors distinguished
between valve compensated and pump compensated circuits, while [48] presented a basic classification
of architectures using two pumps, based on the configuration of the pumps. In [22] a classification
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also including single-pump solutions and different auxiliary components needed for uneven flow
compensation was presented. The classification proposed in this paper, is closely related to the one
presented in [22], however the type of hydraulic supply (variable-displacement or speed-variable
pumps) is included in the following. This extension is made to assess how the chosen type of hydraulic
supply affects the performance characteristics of the pump-controlled cylinder drive.
Figure 4 shows the classes emerging when classifying the pump-controlled cylinder drives based
on: hydraulic supply (type and number of prime movers and hydraulic pumps), circuit architecture
(open or closed) and uneven flow compensation method. A circuit architecture is said to be open if one
of the pump ports is always being connected to a reservoir/accumulator. This means that oil leaving
a cylinder chamber is not able to enter the other chamber in all four operating quadrants without
entering a reservoir first. An open-circuit architecture normally does not require a four-quadrant
pump. A closed-circuit architecture requires at least one four-quadrant pump, i.e., some of the oil
may be pumped directly from one-cylinder chamber to the other, without passing the reservoir, thus
constituting a closed circuit.
The classification is based on the following delimitations:
1. The classes based on variable-speed electric drives combined with variable-displacement
hydraulic pumps are omitted in this classification due to the lack of research efforts and the
higher cost. It is however likely that a higher energy efficiency is obtainable [42,49,50], meaning
that future pump-controlled cylinder drives may be based on this approach.
2. The classification only includes the use of one or two prime movers, as none of the considered
publications deal with more prime movers.
3. The classes based on two constant-speed prime movers are not considered because this is only
relevant for dimensioning considerations. The general functioning of the drive does not change
compared to using a single prime mover, because the control functionality is handled by the
variable-displacement pump(s).
4. Classes based on two variable-speed prime movers in combination with a single hydraulic pump
are omitted, because this architecture is functionally similar to single variable-speed prime mover
and single-pump classes.
Additional components to handle the uneven cylinder flow are needed for the classes based on a
single pump (A and E). Some suggestions are shown in the green (functional) classes A.1 to A.3 and
E.1 to E.3. For multiple-pump hydraulic supplies (class B, C, D) uneven flow compensation may be
realized without the need for additional components.
Based on the hydraulic supply class only, the above considerations lead to five main classes
(A to E) and 13 functional sub-classes, shown as green boxes in Figure 4. The classification leads to
a limited number of basic system architectures, whereas numerous different varieties of these basic
architectures may be derived to obtain specific characteristics needed for a given application (or family
of applications). The specific architectures may include auxiliary components such as load-holding
and safety valves, oil filter, cooler etc., and the chosen reservoir type (sealed or vented).
Please note that the distinction made between variable-displacement and variable-speed hydraulic
supplies increase the functional solution groups compared the e.g., the classification made in [22].
It is however important to emphasize that the solution space for the architectures in e.g., class A is
exactly the same as for class E, because the only difference is the method of controlling the pump flow.
The same is true for classes B.1, C.1, D.1 and B.2, C.2 and D.2. Some flow compensation methods are
however more suitable for some classes. For example, even though the hydraulic transformer solution
is only listed for class E, this would also be functional for class A.
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Figure 4. Proposed classification of pump-controlled differential cylinder drives. The green boxes
denote classes generally functional in four quadrants: Five main classes (A–E) and 13 sub-classes
are proposed.
4. Reviewing and Classifying the State-of-the-Art
In the following sub-sections, a literature review is conducted, and the identified systems are
classified into the classes proposed in Figure 4.
4.1. Class A—Single Variable-Speed Prime Mover and Single Pump
Class A drives work by controlling the rotational direction and speed of a variable-speed electric
machine connected to a single fixed-displacement pump. As the cylinder chamber flows are uneven,
additional components are needed to compensate this difference to avoid cavitation or/and excessive
pressure build up. In general, class A drives are characterized by a simple hydraulic circuit only
requiring a small number of components and a relatively low control complexity due to a rather
constrained system as only a single input is generally present. This also leads to a general inability to
control the pressure of the non-load-carrying chamber, resulting in the low-pressure chamber being
close to the accumulator/tank pressure. This causes the overall drive stiffness to be low, decreasing the
eigenfrequency of the drive which may lead to positioning inaccuracy [51] and unsatisfying dynamic
performance of the drive e.g., at impact loads.
The contributions identified in the literature for the sub-classes A.1 to A.3 are presented in the
following. Open-circuit variable-speed architectures using directional control valves in the main
transmission lines (pump to cylinder) have not been found in the literature. For open-circuit displacement-
controlled drives, however, a few examples are shown in Section 4.5.3. These architectures would also be
feasible in combination with open-circuit single-pump variable-speed supplies.
4.1.1. A.1—Passive Valves
A simple solution to compensate uneven cylinder flows using a flushing/inverse shuttle valve was
patented in [52], see Figure 5a. The inverse shuttle valve connects the low-pressure cylinder chamber to
the reservoir to compensate the uneven cylinder flow. In aided load situations, the hydraulic pump and
the electric machine work in motoring and generator mode respectively, meaning that a potential for
recovering energy exists. Recently the inverse shuttle valve solution has been given renewed attention,
possibly because of the appealing simplicity of this configuration consisting of rather few and simple
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components [2,22]. The drive however suffers from undesired shuttle valve oscillations (so-called
mode oscillations) for certain load cases (switching loads). This rather complicated phenomenon is
occurring when the equilibrium point for the system is close to the switching pressure of the inverse
shuttle valve. If the system is poorly damped, the valve switching condition is met, while moving
towards the equilibrium point. Due to the cylinder asymmetry, this causes the structure of the system
to change, in turn causing the equilibrium point to move compared to before the valve switch [53].
The repetition of this process (potentially a limit cycle) is responsible for undesired pressure and
piston motion oscillations. Investigation of the mode oscillation issue has been addressed by multiple
researchers, see. e.g., [47,54–58].
Variable-speed, fixed-displacement, single prime mover and single pump (Class A)
A.1 - Passive Valves
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
A.2 - Active Valves A.3 - Asymmetric Pump
(e) (f)
(g)
Figure 5. Overview of class A architectures. Only main components are included, whereas e.g.,
anti-cavitation and pressure-relief valves are omitted for simplicity. Blue components indicate that
these components are only included by some researchers. (a) Architecture based on an inverse shuttle
valve; (b) Architecture based on pilot-operated check valves; (c) Architecture based on a passively
actuated directional valve; (d) EHA concept by Parker Hannifin; (e) Architecture based on actively
controlled on/off valve; (f) Architecture based on asymmetric pump; (g) Architecture based on actively
controlled directional valve.
One of the proposed solutions to counteract this undesirable behavior, is to use an under-lapped
inverse shuttle valve. This has experimentally proved to reduce the tendency of mode oscillation, at the
expense of throttling losses, and thus lower energy efficiencies [54,55]. The acceleration limits to avoid
mode oscillations for large inertia loads have been investigated in [21], and the authors experimentally
showed that these limits may be calculated to avoid oscillatory operation if the load is known.
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Another known disadvantage of this drive is the inability to control the pressure of the non-load-
carrying chamber, resulting in the low-pressure chamber being close to the accumulator/tank pressure.
This causes the overall drive stiffness to be low, which negatively affects the dynamic properties of the
drive. An additional charge pump can be used to avoid low-pressure operation [55]. This generally
has a negative impact on compactness, flexibility, reliability, and energy efficiency.
In [59] it is proposed to use counter balance valves for load-holding purposes (blue components
in Figure 5a), at the expense of not being able to regenerate energy. Compared to the to the system in
Figure 5c [60], simulation results suggest an energy saving of 57% when used to control the position
of aircraft seats. The system in Figure 5c also contains load-holding valves not shown in the figure,
and uses a passively actuated directional control valve, to guide the additional oil flow from the piston
side to the accumulator during retraction.
As an alternative to the inverse shuttle valve, two pilot-operated check valves may be used
(Figure 5b), which has been investigated intensively for displacement-controlled actuators (Class E).
This system is functionally very similar to the inverse shuttle valve solution, and suffers from the
drawbacks regarding mode oscillations and low-pressure operation. Commercial products based on
the pilot-operated check valve solution has been introduced lately by Bosch Rexroth AG [45,61]. In [3]
the authors proposed to include a passive load-holding subsystem (Blue components in Figure 5b) for
actuating a single link crane manipulator. The load-holding subsystem passively holds the load in
case of emergency e.g., power shutdown but it may also be enabled by the operator during standstill
to enhance energy efficiency. For a given test trajectory an energy efficiency of 60% is obtained
experimentally.
To address the mode oscillation issue [40] introduced two counter balance valves and a low-
pressure charge pump. By a clever sizing of the counter balance valves, significant throttling losses
are only present when the chamber pressure difference is small, which is critical regarding mode
oscillation, while the throttling losses are insignificant when the pressure difference is larger. This is
experimentally shown to yield oscillation free performance at critical loads, while the energy efficiency
is not affected for non-critical loads. The oscillation free operation comes at a cost of an increased
energy consumption of 12% for a specific operation cycle.
Another approach for compensating the uneven cylinder chamber flows is used by Parker
Hannifin [44] in their commercially available EHA, shown in Figure 5d. The EHA is available in a
power range up to 560 W [44]. Dependent on the piston motion, a passively actuated directional
control valve guides oil to/from the cylinder whenever the rod side pressure exceeds the piston side
pressure. A pressure-relief valve inserted between the reservoir and the directional valve elevates the
pressure in the non-load-carrying chamber, (back pressure), to ensure drive stiffness during piston
motion. For this reason, Parker Hannifin denotes the combination of the directional valve and the
pressure-relief valve a "back pressure valve". A closely related concept is also found in [62].
4.1.2. A.2—Active Valves
The pump-controlled drive visible in Figure 5e was investigated in a two-quadrant tote dumper
application in [63]. An electrically actuated 2/2-way on/off valve is used to direct oil from the piston
side chamber to the vented tank during retraction, while this valve is closed during cylinder extension.
Load-holding is achieved using a counter balance valve, which is found to prohibit the circuit to work
in motoring mode and thus precludes energy recovery during load lowering. A test showed decreased
energy consumption of 21% compared to a valve-controlled system for a given load cycle.
A comprehensive analysis of the mode oscillation issue known from passive valve compensated
architectures was conducted in [47]. Based on this analysis a rather simple switching logic for the
flow compensating valves counteracting mode oscillation issues is derived. This switching logic may
be realized using an actively controlled 4/3-way directional valve as shown in Figure 5g or using
architectures based on hydraulically/passively actuated valves. Experimental results for the latter are
however not presented. Beside the circuit shown in Figure 5g experimental results for circuits using
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an additional pressurized flow supply to elevate chamber pressures and to deliver the compensation
flow are presented. The experimental work is conducted on a backhoe loader performing a pendular
motion (four-quadrant operation) and the results showed that by using the proposed valve switching
logic mode oscillations did not occur independent of the operation condition, i.e., there are no critical
regions or critical loads leading to mode oscillations. This solution is not restricted to variable-speed
architectures but may also be incorporated in variable-displacement architectures.
4.1.3. A.3—Asymmetric Pump
By redesigning the valve plate of a conventional axial piston pump, an asymmetric unit with three
independent ports has been designed and tested [64–67]. This 3-port pump solution was also disclosed
in a patent application [68]. The two ports connected to the cylinder chambers may be constructed
with a displacement ratio that matches the cylinder area ratio, meaning that no additional components
are needed for flow compensation. The third port is connected to a low-pressure line. This is shown
in Figure 5f. Fundamentally, the asymmetric pump-controlled cylinder drive is similar to a drive
comprising of two fixed-displacement pumps connected on the same shaft. However, there might
be a slight advantage in terms of compactness in favor of the asymmetric pump drive. Also, a better
energy efficiency of the asymmetric pump drive compared to the double pump solution have been
reported, which may be due to reduced frictional losses as only a single pump instead of two needs
to be driven [43]. Compared to a separate-meter-in-separate-meter-out (SMISMO) valve-controlled
system, energy savings of 75% have been reported for a given load cycle when implemented in a mini
excavator [69].
4.2. Class B—Variable-Speed Single Prime Mover with Multiple Pumps
Instead of using auxiliary components to compensate the uneven flow (Class A), a fundamentally
different approach is to handle the uneven flow problem by the hydraulic supply itself, i.e., using
multiple pumps. Compared to the valve solutions in class A, this approach has the advantage of
ideally not requiring the use of additional valves for uneven flow compensation. This is especially
advantageous due to the absence of mode oscillations. Class B systems are characterized by using
simple hydraulic components in a simple hydraulic architecture. The main drawback is the inherent
low-pressure operation.
The usage of two oppositely oriented pumps in an open-circuit configuration (Figure 6a) has been
investigated by multiple researchers. Here the uneven cylinder flows are compensated by the pumps,
as the displacement ratio of the pumps ideally matches the cylinder area ratio. However, as pointed
out by [70], anti-cavitation valves and pressure-relief valves are generally required, because the
pressure dependent pump leakages make it impossible to achieve proper matching of the pump
displacement ratio and the cylinder area ratio under all operating conditions. To limit a potential
pressure increase [70] uses two proportional valves shown as the blue components to bleed off oil to
the reservoir. These valves are not included in this setup by other researchers.
For actuating a single link boom [71] reported lifting efficiencies around 55%. The sizing error
of the displacement ratio of the pumps related to the cylinder area ratio is assessed to reduce the
energy efficiency of the system. To address this, a hydraulic accumulator may be connected to the
non-load-carrying chamber. This is found to increase efficiencies as much as 30 percentage points for
this two-quadrant lifting/lowering operation [72].
To enhance compactness the conventional oil reservoir has been replaced by a pressurized
accumulator by several researchers, e.g., in [1,73,74]. In [75] the authors investigated how to install
such a compact hydraulic drive on the links of a small excavator. In particular, the focus is on evaluating
how the additional weight originating from the compact drives affect the energy efficiency and the
stresses in the boom structure. Simulation results suggested an increased energy consumption of
11–17%. A structural analysis furthermore showed that the original boom structure is safe. In [76]
lifting efficiencies ranging from 67% to 77% are simulated for the same excavator.
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To avoid low-pressure operation, which is an inherent feature of the double pump
configuration [77,78] added a third pump which is only active in the forward direction, see Figure 6c.
Using advanced control functionality, it is possible to control the pressure level (i.e., the minimum
chamber pressure) and thus the drive stiffness during motion. Experimental verification shows energy
efficiencies ranging from 18% to 51% in four-quadrant operation. A simulation study shows an energy
saving potential of 60% compared to a conventional valve-controlled system for actuation of a two-link
middle-sized knuckle boom crane for a representative load cycle [79].
Variable-speed, fixed-displacement, single prime mover and multiple pump (B)
Open-Circuit (B.1) Closed-Circuit (B.2)
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 6. Overview of class B architectures (simplified schematics). The arrow inside the pump symbols
denote main flow direction for positive shaft speeds. Blue components indicate that these components
are only included by some researchers. (a) Two pump architecture in open-circuit configuration;
(b) Two pump architecture in closed-circuit configuration; (c) Architecture based on three pumps in
open-circuit configuration.
The two pumps may also be configured in a closed-circuit architecture, as seen in Figure 6b,
offering smaller pump sizes compared to open-circuit architectures at the expense of requiring a
closed-circuit pump. Early focus on this concept and variable-speed drives in general is found
in [51] from 1997. Here the main advantage compared to variable-displacement drives (Class D/E) is
pointed out to be improved efficiency especially at part loads and avoidance of an additional pressure
source needed to control the variable-displacement pump. For the pumps available at that time it is
highlighted that to enhance the reliability these needed to be optimized for low speed operation.
In [51] the investigation was based on a vented tank configuration (Figure 6b) finding that
the drive stiffness impacts severely on the positioning accuracy. In [2,22] the vented tank was
replaced with a pressurized accumulator and the authors experimentally compared this drive with an
electro-mechanical counterpart. This investigation showed similar energy efficiencies and compactness,
superior robustness towards impact loads and overload protection but inferiority regarding drive
stiffness due to low-pressure operations. This architecture was investigated for actuating the six
cylinders of a Stewart platform used for flight simulations in [80]. The evaluated energy consumption
was between 25% to 50% of a conventional valve-controlled system. This is partly achieved by
connecting an extra accumulator to the rod side, rendering the possibility of passively carrying the
static load of the platform by cleverly pre-charging the two accumulators, which ideally results in
zero torque on the prime mover’s shaft in static situations. This also increases the drive stiffness, but
requires an additional charging/discharging circuit [81].
4.3. Class C—Two Variable-Speed Prime Movers and Multiple Pumps
Including a second variable-speed prime mover enables the possibility of controlling an additional
state, often chosen to be a pressure state, to avoid low-pressure operations. Beside the possibility
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of avoiding low-pressure operations, class C drives are characterized by being highly scalable. This
also results in a higher cost, compared to single prime mover classes for the same power output
demands. Furthermore, the control complexity generally increases as two independent inputs need to
be controlled.
In the closed-circuit architecture (Figure 7b) both prime movers operate simultaneously in motor
or generator mode, contrary to the open-circuit architecture (Figure 7a) where one prime mover works
as a motor while the other acts as a generator. This means that the closed-circuit architecture is more
scalable as larger output powers may be delivered for the same electric motor sizes. The open-circuit
solution is briefly presented in [43,51], but neither in-depth analyses nor experimental testing have
been published for this architecture.
The closed-circuit architecture (Figure 7b) has been investigated in [82–86], and a 64 kW drive
has been experimentally tested in an injection molding machine, with clamping forces up to 1600 kN
and max rod velocities of 0.8 m/s (not simultaneously). In [48] this concept is investigated with
focus on different multi-variable control concepts and a closed position control loop and closed
chamber sum-pressure loop strategy is implemented, yielding a constant chamber sum pressure,
to keep the drive stiffness high. The reference speed for the electric machines is a (scaled) sum of
the controller output, constituting a static decoupling of the input-output couplings. In this work
it is furthermore shown that using a variable-speed, variable-displacement drive does not improve
energy efficiency compared to a variable-speed fixed-displacement approach, for a considered injection
molding machine case.
Finally, no architectures using more than a single pump connected to each electric machine have
been identified.
Variable-speed, fixed-displacement, two prime movers and multiple pumps (C)
Open-Circuit (C.1) Closed-Circuit (C.2)
(a) (b)
Figure 7. Overview of class C architectures (simplified schematics). (a) Open-circuit configuration; (b)
Closed-circuit configuration.
4.4. Class D—Single Constant-Speed Prime Mover and Multiple Pumps
Instead of using variable-speed fixed-displacement drives, variable-displacement constant-speed
hydraulic units may be used. This approach is in some sense the predecessor of the variable-speed
approach, as the variable-displacement pump was investigated as a primary control element for
cylinder drives before variable-speed electric drives were economically and dynamically feasible. The
main focus on variable-displacement differential cylinder drives is related to mobile machinery.
Most attention has been given to single-pump displacement-controlled drives (Class E), whereas
the focus on using two pumps for each cylinder has been limited. This is probably due to this solution
being cost-intensive and requiring advanced control methods, which is infeasible for cost-sensitive
applications such as mobile machinery [87].
The open-circuit solution (Figure 8a) has been presented in [81,88] investigated this concept in a
0.6 MN forging press. A decentralized position and rod side pressure chamber control method has
been adopted. The positioning accuracy and forging rapidity was found to improve when increasing
the rod side chamber pressure (increased drive stiffness). The energy consumption of the press
however remained almost unchanged. The high cost of the variable-displacement pumps compared to
valve-controlled drives is pointed out to be a challenge for the market penetration of this technology.
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The closed-circuit architecture (Figure 8b) is found in [89], where emphasis was placed on
investigating suitable control strategies. Two different control methods were suggested, both aiming
at controlling the cylinder motion and at keeping a certain pressure level. The first approach only
required piston position feedback and included a hydraulically actuated pressure level valve, guiding
oil from a charge source to the cylinder chambers if the pressure sum is lower than some preset value.
The second approach did not require an additional valve but was based on multi-variable control
techniques, thus requiring both piston position and chamber pressure feedback signals.
In [90] the closed-circuit architecture (Figure 8b) was used to actuate a hydraulic broaching
machine and reduced the energy consumption with 55% compared to a conventional valve system for
a given load cycle. A similar concept is also observed in a patent application [91].
Constant-speed, variable-displacement, single prime mover and multiple pumps (D)
Open-Circuit (D.1) Closed-Circuit (D.2)
(a) (b)
Figure 8. Overview of class D architectures (simplified schematics). (a) Open-circuit configuration; (b)
Closed-circuit configuration.
Using three variable-displacement main pumps enables the opportunity to circulate oil, ideally
without affecting neither cylinder motion nor pressure levels. This may be advantageous in relation to
ensure proper oil filtration and cooling [92]. However, no references concerned with three or more
variable-displacement main pumps have been identified, which may be due to this solution being
rather expensive.
4.5. Class E—Single Constant-Speed Prime Mover and Single Pump
As mentioned in the previous section the focus on using multiple variable-displacement pumps
is limited. Conversely, using a single variable-displacement pump has obtained significant attention.
As with the single pump arranged in the variable-speed fixed-displacement configuration (Class A),
additional components are needed to handle the uneven cylinder flows. The investigated solutions
are quite similar to the methods used for class A, because the fundamental challenge is similar.
The differences between class A and E concerns the requirement of a low displacement charge pump,
which conventionally is needed to control the displacement setting of the main pump. The charge
pump is often also used to elevate the chamber pressures yielding a higher drive stiffness. Including
the charge pump and the control circuit for the main pump generally leads to a larger complexity of
the hydraulic circuit and to a higher system cost compared to variable-speed drives.
4.5.1. E.1—Passive Valves
Using a pilot-operated check valve for flow compensation in uneven cylinder drives for
two-quadrant operation was suggested in [33]. The pilot-operated check valve was used to connect
the cylinder chamber with a vented reservoir, which inherently led to low-pressure operation and
reduced stiffness. This idea has been modified into the architecture shown in Figure 9a where a charged
low-pressure line is connected to the cylinder chambers using pilot-operated check valves [93–96].
The low-pressure line is generated by a fixed-displacement pump and generally needed for controlling
the displacement of the main pump, to compensate system leakages, avoiding cavitation at the inlet
port of the main pump and recirculating oil for filtration and cooling. Additionally, this increases the
chamber pressure levels and thus stiffness. The circuit in Figure 9a has been intensively researched
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from the end of the 1990s, especially regarding mobile machinery where a combustion engine is used
to drive the working hydraulics. Some varieties in terms of including the load-holding functionality
exist. In some references, no load-holding functions are included, in others load-holding is achieved by
electrically actuated on/off valves (Figure 9a), while [97] included the load-holding capability using
hydraulically actuated logic elements. The main drive functionality however remains the same.
The architecture is especially well suited for multiple actuator mobile machinery because they
can share the same low-pressure charge line. In [87,98,99] the drive architecture was implemented on
a multi-link mobile crane and on a wheel loader respectively, and in both cases fuel savings of 15%
compared to a conventional load sensing system was reported.
Fuel savings of more than 40% have been reported when implemented in a multiple actuator
small excavator compared to a conventional load sensing system. This leads to lower working
temperature, downsized combustion engines and reduction or potential elimination of the cooling
requirements [100–103]. The authors in [104,105] suggested pump sharing between multiple actuators
to decrease the overall cost of the hydraulic system. Further activities have been related to mode
oscillation (similar to what was seen in Section 4.1.1) [106], active oscillation damping [107,108] and
thermal modelling [109,110].
In [56,57] a solution that makes use of an inverse shuttle valve for flow compensation (Figure 9c)
was investigated, and special attention was given to investigate mode oscillations. By adding additional
leakage using two electrically actuated 2/2-way valves (Figure 9c) mode oscillations are found to be
suppressed at the expense of throttling losses across these valves.
Constant-speed, variable-displacement, single prime mover and single pump (E)
E.1 - Passive Valves E.2 Hydraulic Transformer
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
E.3 Directional Control Valves (Active or passively controlled)
(e) (f)
Figure 9. Overview of class E architectures (simplified schematics). Sub-circuits for controlling
the displacement of the main pump is not showed in all schematics. (a) Architecture based on
pilot-operated check valves; (b) Architecture based on hydraulic transformer; (c) Architecture based on
inverse shuttle valve; (d) Architecture based on variable hydraulic transformer; (e) Architecture based
on passively actuated directional valves; (f) Open-circuit architecture based on actively controlled
proportional valves.
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4.5.2. E.2—Hydraulic Transformer
In [33] it is proposed to use a hydraulic transformer to compensate the uneven cylinder flows,
as illustrated in Figure 9b. In [89,111] the author investigated the hydraulic transformer as a flow
compensation device and derived six feasible ways of connecting the hydraulic transformer with a
variable-displacement pump, the cylinder, and the reservoir. Two of these configurations were combined
using a switching valve (see Figure 9d) to switch between a high speed and a high force mode. The
solution suffers from being unable to match the cylinder flow needs under all operating conditions due
to pressure dependent leakage. In [89] it was suggested to use a variable-displacement charge pump in
combination with a sum of pressure control valve to address this while [81] recommended involving a
variable-displacement transformer (illustrated with a dotted arrow in Figure 9d). As pointed out by [81],
since a conventional hydraulic transformer is "bulky, heavy and complex", it makes these solutions "less
appealing when compared to other solutions". Innovative transformer technologies may be able to change
this, e.g., the variable INNAS floating cup transformer which is significantly more compact, as only a
single rotating machine (with three ports in the valve plate) is used instead of two rotating machines [13].
4.5.3. E.3—Directional Control Valves
For single-pump open-circuit architectures, directional valves in the main transmission lines
(between pump and cylinder) are needed to accommodate four-quadrant operation. One approach is
shown in Figure 9e where the two directional valves connect the cylinder chambers with the reservoir,
unless the pressure on the pump side exceeds the chamber pressure. This means oil leaving the
cylinder chambers is directed to the reservoir disabling the opportunity for energy recovery. This
architecture is briefly presented in [2] without any further examination.
A more elaborate architecture combining the advantages of pump-controlled cylinder drives with
the advantages of separate metering valves is shown in Figure 9f. This architecture is characterized by
controlling the piston motion in different modes dependent on the positions of the four 2/2 valves. This
expands the operating region (force and speed) compared to single-pump closed-circuit solutions [112].
For example, is the cylinder piston retracting speed not limited by the pump size in aided load
situations, because oil may also be guided to the other cylinder chamber (differential lowering) or
directly to the reservoir (meter out flow control) [113]. This is a significant advantage in relation to
some mobile machinery where the lowering speed is often demanded to be twice as high as the lifting
speed [114]. Using the proposed architecture, the pump may be downsized compared to equivalent
closed-circuit architectures. The challenges for this architecture are related to the control of pump and
valves required for smooth transition between operation mode and quadrant [112,115]. In [113] fuel
savings of 10% to 20% compared to a conventional load sensing hydraulic system was achieved, when
implemented in a wheel loader. Using a closely related architecture in a 300 ton mining excavator [116]
investigated a closely related open-circuit concept and simulated fuel savings of 28% compared to a
conventional system.
5. Current and Future Research Topics
As mentioned in the introduction the industrial breakthrough for pump-controlled differential
cylinder drives is yet to come. For these drives to be attractive compared to both electro-mechanical
alternatives and conventional valve cylinder drives the qualities of both these technologies need to be
combined. This means that pump-controlled cylinder drives must be comparable to electro-mechanical
cylinder drive technologies in relation to:
• Energy efficiency including energy recovery
• Compactness (Self-contained system)
• Only electrical and mechanical (machine) interface
Furthermore, pump-controlled differential cylinder drives must be comparable to conventional
valve cylinder drives in relation to:
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• Scalability/application range
• Fluid management (cooling, filtration)
• Drive stiffness
• Reliability and durability
• Safety functionality
Based on the literature review research has previously been focused on identifying system
architectures capable of compensating uneven cylinder flows and the implementation in specific
applications. Architectures meeting all above requirements have not been identified. Therefore, such a
system architecture is a natural focus for future research.
When considering compact and sealed hydraulic drives, one of the major challenges is the
significantly reduced oil amount compared to conventional systems. This causes the oil filtration and
cooling to be handled differently to avoid the conventional use of an additional subsystem connected
to the oil tank to manage the fluid condition.
An attractive idea is the complete avoidance of both the cooling and filtration elements.
This would enhance compactness of the system, but would also require the energy losses of the
system to be balanced only by the passive heat transfer to the surroundings, to keep the oil and
component temperature within acceptable ranges. This has led to research concerned with thermal
modelling and temperature investigation of pump-controlled cylinder drives [110,117–120]. In [121],
experimental results for a compact pump-controlled system equivalent to the system in Figure 5a,
reveal oil temperatures above 70 ◦C, at indoor working conditions if no oil cooler is used. For standard
hydraulic components and fluids this may be beyond limits, which may cause reduced durability and
reliability. On the contrary [122] tests a pump-controlled system running with oil temperatures below
0 ◦C, sometimes experienced by mobile machinery in the Scandinavian countries, Canada, Russia
etc. The investigation shows drastically decreased efficiencies at lower temperatures. Furthermore,
significant differences are observed for the two different types of working fluids included in the study.
No investigation into how operating with very low oil temperatures affects the wear and reliability of
the system is included.
Investigation and modelling of thermal behavior, sizing and layout of an oil cooling/heating
methodology (either passive or active) is therefore an important research area to ensure durability and
reliability of pump-controlled cylinder drives.
Another attractive idea is the avoidance of an oil filter, which may be possible due to the sealed
nature of a compact drive. As such, only self-contamination will be present in the fluid, as external
contamination is ideally absent. Additionally, if oil is treated within design range (e.g., temperature),
lifespan oil filling may be possible. For the architecture depicted in Figure 6b, [123] found that after
960 hours of operation, the self-contamination, especially originating from the beginning of the test,
resulted in a high particle load. This leads to the observation that operating a compact pump-controlled
cylinder drive is currently not recommended without an oil filter, at least when using a standard HLP
46 hydraulic fluid. Another potential research field is therefore investigation of more suitable working
fluids (e.g., oils specifically designed for self-contained systems).
As pointed out by [92], most pump types are not able to continuously run at low rotational speeds
(<300 RPM). Running at low speed may reduce reliability and durability. None of the considered
architectures can circulate oil, without affecting cylinder motion. Therefore, it may be beneficial to
consider architectures permitting this function. Oil circulation ability may also be appropriate for
filtration and cooling purposes.
6. Classification Summary
From the literature review it is found that research has primarily been focused on classes A, B,
and E, compared to the classes with two control elements (i.e., class C and D). Taking the release date
of the literature into consideration it seems that the focus on variable-displacement drive architectures
is declining and almost exclusively is related to mobile machinery.
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The interest for variable-speed and compact architectures is broad-based across both stationary
hydraulics and mobile machinery. This is assessed mainly to be related to a lower cost, a better energy
efficiency, and a simpler hydraulic circuit compared to variable-displacement drives. Furthermore,
no variable-displacement architectures using a sealed, low volume accumulator have been identified
in the literature, which may be due to the difficulties of reducing the oil volume due to significant and
constant energy losses. This generally affects the applicability of variable-displacement systems
compared to variable-speed drives, as a trend towards compact and self-contained solutions is
occurring. This tendency may also be explained by the general industrial focus on electrification,
as this favors variable-speed technology due to the control functionality being handled by electric
components (i.e., frequency converters) instead of hydraulic control valves.
To summarize the findings of the review process, the drive classes are compared based on the
eight criteria listed below. Even though cost is an important parameter, it is chosen not to consider
this criterion because it is too difficult to assess and compare the cost between the classes as this is
heavily affected by the specific components selected to meet the requirements of a given application.
The same is true for the experienced acoustic noise levels of the drive classes. The drive acoustics are
highly dependent on the chosen pump type and whether an internal combustion engine (only class D
and E) or electrical prime mover is used. An advantage for class A, B, and C drives is that significant
acoustic noise is only present during motion of the cylinder piston.
Energy efficiency
For all drive classes a significantly reduced energy consumption compared to conventional
valve-controlled systems has been reported. In general, variable-speed drives (Class A, B, C) are
reported to achieve a better part load efficiency [42,51,82,124] compared to variable-displacement
drives. For variable-displacement drives (Class D and E) a small fixed-displacement charge pump is
often used, which is assessed to reduce the overall energy efficiency. Using a variable-displacement
charge pump may improve energy efficiency but it yields a more complicated and cost-intensive
hydraulic system. At piston standstill (i.e., no power output) energy is still consumed by both
the variable-displacement and variable-speed approaches due to inherent losses. For the classes
based on variable-speed electric drives these losses originates from the torque generated by the
fixed-displacement pumps in turn causing electric losses even though the load is kept stationary.
Because common fixed-displacement pump types, are not recommended to be operated at low pump
speeds, it may be necessary to circulate the oil, i.e., maintain a non-zero pump speed even at cylinder
piston standstill, which is associated with losses. To circumvent this, components such as pilot-operated
check valves, overcenter valves, or counterbalance valves well known from safety-critical conventional
cylinder drives may be used.
Also, for variable-displacement drive classes (Class D and E) significant input energy is required
at standstill. Especially the pump losses i.e., volumetric, mechanical, and churning losses accounts for
this. The term churning losses are used to describe the losses associated with the rotating components
stirring the oil during operation of a piston pump, and they increase with increasing rotational
speed [125]. For axial piston pumps published data from the manufacturers Eaton and Parker Hannifin
show that the energy consumption at zero delivery/zero stroke conditions for large pressure differences
may be over 10% of the input energy required at full flow [126–128].
Ability to control drive stiffness
For classes based on a single variable-speed prime mover (A and B) it is generally not possible
to control the drive stiffness/pressure level under all operating conditions. So far, this problem has
not been solved without including an additional charge source. The authors in [78] succeeded in
controlling the drive stiffness for a single variable-speed prime mover architecture, but only during
motion of the cylinder piston. If two prime movers are used (class C), multiple researchers used this
additional degree-of-freedom to control a pressure state as well as the cylinder motion to attain a
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reasonable drive stiffness. For variable-displacement drives (Class D and E), most solutions use a
low-pressure charge pump which maintains chamber pressures at an elevated level.
Ability to handle highly dynamic/switching loads
The ability to keep the drive stiffness at a reasonable level improves the ability to handle highly
dynamic loads. Furthermore, transition issues, known as mode oscillations, have been reported for
most class A and E drives at certain load cases.
Concerning oscillation reduction and active vibration damping, which are important aspects
for modern hydraulic drives, the dynamic performance/control bandwidth of the pump flow is
important. As reported by several researchers, e.g., [39] the bandwidth of the pump displacement
adjustment system (class D and E), is dominated by the characteristics of the pump-controlled valve
and it is possible to achieve small-signal bandwidths above 80 Hz [38]. As mentioned previously, the
authors in [40] argues that such bandwidths are reserved for custom-built pumps, and that commonly
available pumps exhibit much slower control dynamics. Therefore, the achievable bandwidth is highly
dependent on the chosen components.
The same is so to speak true for the variable-speed drive classes (class A, B, and C). An
investigation from 2002 [48], shows velocity control bandwidths around 5 Hz (small signal) for
standard induction motors controlled by a frequency converter. For other motor types (e.g., switched
reluctance or AC servomotors) the small-signal control bandwidth is found to be significantly higher,
approximately 30-40 Hz. In [129], a small-signal bandwidth of 120 Hz is experimentally verified for an
industrially available permanent magnet synchronous machine controlled by a frequency converter.
Furthermore, achievable bandwidths are assessed to be highly dependent on control components
(valves and frequency converters) and controller tuning. The above however shows that high control
bandwidths are achievable for all drive classes. The upper limit is assessed to be the highest for
custom-built variable-displacement pumps (class D and E), because high-end servo valves with very
high dynamic capabilities may be used if necessary.
Drive compactness and flexibility
Drive compactness depends on the number and configuration of the components. Based on the
high-level classification considered here, it is difficult to compare compactness for each drive class,
as this is heavily affected by the specific components chosen during a design phase. For the same
power output, the size of an asynchronous induction machine is generally larger than a comparable
permanent magnet synchronous machine. However, it is generally assumed that using two prime
movers (class C) reduces the achievable compactness compared to single prime mover classes.
Concerning flexibility of the drive classes, the architectures based on electric machines for
each cylinder drive (Class A, B, and C) are assessed to be highly flexible due to the possibility of
plug-and-play-installation.
Hydraulic circuit simplicity
It is generally assumed that the multiple-pump classes are simpler than single-pump classes,
as additional components and fluid paths are needed to compensate uneven flows. Furthermore, it is
assumed that using variable-displacement pumps increases the complexity of the hydraulic circuit,
as such pumps conventionally are electro-hydraulically actuated.
Control simplicity
In general, hydraulic drives are characterized by non-linearities and uncertainties, and the control
complexity is heavily affected by the requirements set by a specific application. This means that
closed loop control structures may be arbitrary involved for all drive classes. However, it may be
generally assumed that the control complexity increases as the number of inputs increases. This is
justified by a simple observation: It is relatively easy to control the piston motion in single input
systems (class A, B and E) in an open loop manner. The operator basically just needs to guide oil
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into the cylinder chamber he desires to supply. For the multiple input classes (C and D) this is not
sufficient, as the operator must also control the amount of oil leaving the other chamber. Furthermore,
optimizing a complex control algorithm is generally more challenging than optimizing a simple one.
The performance of architectures requiring complex algorithms may therefore be affected significantly
by a poor control design.
Reliability
Long term evaluation of the reliability of pump-controlled drives is limited in the literature.
Some investigations were conducted around the year 2000 concerning the reliability of different types
of variable-speed pumps [48]. A 1000 h test cycle was performed, and the results indicated that some
pump types (i.e., radial piston pump) did not show any significantly wear after 1000 h of operating.
In fact, the efficiency of the radial piston pump improved after 1000 h of operation [48]. For other
pumps types (axial piston pumps and internal gear pumps) the efficiency is seen to be unaffected or
slightly decreased. Visual inspection shows some cavitation related damages (e.g., grooves) for both
pump types.
Due to the recent increased industrial interest in variable-speed pumps, these may have been
improved in relation to variable-speed operation. Therefore, the results in [48] may be outdated.
However, data sheet information reveals that some pump types are not recommended for continuous
low speed operation. Whether this is due to the manufacturers not having tested the pumps at
continues low speed or if this really implies a reduced reliability is unknown. For constant-speed
variable-displacement drives it is however clear that all components are used within recommended
range. This also includes oil temperatures and contamination levels as cooling and filtration are done
by offline subsystems similar to conventional systems. As mentioned for compact variable-speed
pump-controlled cylinder drives, it is challenging to filter and cool the oil sufficiently to keep oil
temperature within a prescribed range. Given the information currently available it is assumed
that the reliability of variable-displacement drives is expected to be superior compared to the
variable-speed drive classes. However, consistent research and industrial focus is needed to assess the
reliability thoroughly.
Degree of scalability
The degree of scalability is primarily decided by the available components, rather than by the
drive class. For the basic architectures, valves are primarily only used for uneven flow compensation
meaning that these are not assessed to limit scalability. As a result, the limiting factor in terms of power
is assessed to be either the (electric) prime mover or the pump.
For variable-displacement drives, the prime mover would normally be an internal combustion
engine or a synchronous induction machine running at grid frequency, which offer a wide power
range. The used pump is normally chosen as a variable piston pump, which also offer a wide
power range. Axial piston pumps with power outputs of more than 500 kW can be purchased as
standard components.
For variable-speed drive classes, a variety of different options are available, and the component
choices rather depend on the application than on the drive class. In general, asynchronous induction
machines offer a wider power range than e.g., permanent magnet synchronous machines, while the
dynamic capabilities are superior for the latter. Similarly, external gear pumps generally offer a
narrower operating range compared to e.g., internal gear units or piston pumps, but they are more
cost-effective. If the same type of components is chosen, it is obvious that the dual prime mover class
C configured in a closed-circuit architecture offers a larger power output than the single prime mover
classes (class A and B).
Table 1 provides a synthesis of the mentioned criteria where each drive class has been graded.
The grades are as follows, (- -), (-), (+), (+ +), with (- -) being the worst.
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Table 1. The derived drive classes are assessed based on eight criteria. Four different grades are used,
ranging from (- -) to (+ +), with (- -) being the worst.
Comparison between the Proposed Drive Classes
Class A Class B Class C Class D Class E
Energy efficiency + + + - -
Ability to control drive stiffness - - - + + + + + +
Ability to handle highly - - + + + + + -dynamic/switching loads
Drive compactness and + + + + + - -flexibility
Hydraulic circuit simplicity + + + + + - -
Control simplicity + + - - +
Reliability - - - + + + +
Degree of scalability - - + + + + +
7. Conclusions
Conventional valve-controlled linear hydraulic actuation systems are notoriously known for large
force/power densities, reliability, and robustness. A main drawback is however a low energy efficiency,
much lower than electro-mechanical counterparts, such as roller or ball screws. To improve the energy
efficiency of hydraulic systems it is, therefore, required to reduce throttling losses. One approach for
doing so, is represented by so-called pump-controlled cylinder drives. This paper presents a review
of different architectures found in research literature, industrial catalogues, and patent applications.
Common for these modern system architectures is that the control valve is omitted and that the motion
of the cylinder is controlled directly by the pump flow, thus requiring at least one pump per actuator.
To obtain an overview, the identified architectures are classified into several proposed classes, and it is
found that if considering main functionality, the architectures considered in literature reduce to a few
basic layouts only.
The review reveals that compared to valve-controlled systems, significant energy savings are
obtainable. Some references report energy savings up to 75% for specific applications. Furthermore,
a trend towards the architectures based on electrical prime movers rather than combustion engines
is spotted, which is found to match the industrial focus on electrification well. This is furthermore
supported by the observation that pump-controlled cylinder drives are generally able to recover energy
and share power between multiple actuators. This facilitate designing energy-optimized systems by
incorporating proper energy management on a system level, and thus pump-controlled cylinder drives
may play an important role in future hydraulically actuated applications.
The main challenges for the market penetration of the technology and thus obvious focus for
future research, is assessed to be related to thermal issues and drive controllability. As such, newer
references are focusing on replacing the vented oil tank with a small pressurized accumulator, to
enhance compactness. This may give rise to oil temperatures beyond limits, which would negatively
impact performance and reliability. Related to drive controllability, some system architectures suffer
from a low drive stiffness. This is found to affect positioning accuracy and control bandwidths
negatively, thus making these system designs inappropriate for applications requiring high control
bandwidths and positioning accuracies.
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